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The opinion of the court was delivered by

KEEFE, J.A.D.
We granted plaintiffs motion for leave to appeal the Law
Division's denial of their class certification motion.
Plaintiffs' motion sought to certify a class of all New Jersey
residents who purchased so-called *vanishing premium." whole life
insurance policies from defendant massacbusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Company (Mass Mutual) during the period of 1985 to
1989. The sole issue to be resolved on appeal is whether the Law

Division erred in denying plaintiffs' motion on the ground that
individualized issues of causation and reliance predominate over
common issues of law and fact as to the members of the class.
Plaintiffs' complaint alleged various theories of recovery
against Mass mutual. By the time the subject motion was argued,
however, plaintiffs' theories were reduced to their contention
that mass Mutual was liable for common law trawl and violation of
the -Coniumer Fraud Act. N.J.S.A. 56:8-1 to -48.. 'i'he'mction'
judge denied class certification finding that, while plaintiffs
met the requirements of R. 4:32-1(a), they failed to meet the
predominance requirement of R. 4:32-1(b). We respectfully

disagree with the motion judge's analysis and reverse the
judgment under review.
The vanishing premium concept of whole life policies is not
unique to Mass Mutual. Other insurance companies have employed
ihe same concept. Mass Mutual refers to its product as an *N-
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Par policy. The concept is best described in its own literature
as follows:
N-Pay is a strategy for shortening the number
of years you have to pay out-of-pocket
premiums to complete your permanent plan of
life insurance protection,
. .
The objective is to allow you to pay premiums
out of pocket for a limited number of years
only (until such time as dividends* can
completely fund your plea).
. • •
The 11-Pay period depends on dividend results,
which are not guaranteed.*
In fact, the "Nn in "N-Pay" stands for the
earliest possible year after which the dividends
and paid-up additions (based on our current
dividend scale, which is not guaranteed) will
pay future premiums while maintaining the
full original face amount of the policy.
The asterisks appearing in the quote above direct the reader to
the following note in fine print.
Dividends are based on current dividend
schedule, not guaranteed. Dividends reflect
current investment, mortality, expense and
federal Income tax experience of the Company.
Changes in current experience can subject .
dividends to significant fluctuations.
Mass Mutual sells life insurance policies through general
agents that are independent contractors. During the period of
January 1995 through December 1989, it issued more than 8,2501
policies to New Jersey residents through 840 licensed agents.
Plaintiff Paul Varacallo purchased "N-Pay's life insurance
policies issued by Mass Mutual as early as 1983, insuring his

1 This number defines the maximum, possible number of
claimants in the class.
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life and the life of his wife Catherine and daughter Chrl5tire.
The policies were purchased through Sidney Schnipper, an ¿gent of
masL4 Mutual. In 1989, he purchased another "N-Pay" polic5 for
his daughter Lisa through Norman Broad, a Mass Mutual agent,
because Schnipper was about to retire and could no longer
maintain Varacallo's account. Under the 1989 policy, it w..$
projected that Varacallo would be required to pay an annual
premium of $150. for thirteen years, at which time the ob)ilation
to pay the annual premium would expire. The "HYPOTEE1'1Ct POLICY
ILLUSTRATION" issued by Mass Mutual dated May 11 0 1969, caltIoned
that - A DIVIDEND CHANGE MAY INCREASE THE NUMBER OF CASH 'ItEMIUM
PAYMENTS." (Emphasis added.) On the last page, the illlIstration
explained:
ALL DIVIDENDs, INCLUDING THE FIRST, ARE BASED
ON CURRENT DIVIDEND SCHEDULE, WHICH IS- VOT
GUARANTEED. SUBSEQUENT TRANSFER OF OWNERS572
TO A QUALIFIED FENsioN OR PROFIT,SEARING PLAN
MAY: RESULT IN A CHANGE IN DIVIDENDS.
DIVIDENDS REFLECT CURRENT INVESTMENT,
MORTALITY, EXPENSE, AND FEDERAL INCOME TAI
EXPERIENCE 0? TIE COMPANY. CHANGES IN
CURRENT EXPERIENCE CAN SUBJECT DIVTDENDS TO
SIGNIFICANT FLUCTUATIONS.
The language in Varacallo's illustration of May 1989 is ttxactly
the same as the language contained in the individual
illustrations for policyholders issued by Hass Mutual for use 01,
its authorized agents in the years 1985, 1986, 1987, and t:/88.
In march 1996, Varacallo requested and received from Mass
Mutual an in-force policy illustration for Lisa's policy. The
Illustration informed Varacallo that the annual premium
4

obligation would not be extinguished until the eighteentl year,
rather than the thirteen years that had been originally
projected. The in-force policy illustration contained tb same
language that "A DIVIDEND CHANGE MAY INCREASE TEE NUMBER OF CASE
PREMIUM PAYMENTS."

But it also contained the' following language

that was not present in the hypothetical point of sale
illustrations used in 1985 through 1989.
ILLUSTRATED DIVIDENDS ARE NETTEER ESTIMATES
NOR GUARANTEES, BUT ARE BASED ON OUR 1996
DIVIDED SCALE. DIVIDENDS IN FUTURE YEARS
MAY BE LOWER OR HIGHER, DEPENDING ON TEE
COMPANY'S ACTUAL EXPERIENCE. DUE TO THIS
FACT, WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND YOU LOON AT A
LOWER SCALE ILLUSTRATION.
BASED- ON THE 1996 DIVIDEND SCHEDULE FOR
POLICIES WIT5 ADJUSTABLE POLICY LOAN RATE
PROVISION. DIVIDENDS ARE NOT GUARANTEED AND
CAN FLUCTUATE SIGNIFICANTLY. WE STRONGLY
RECOMIOND YOU LOOK AT AN ILLUSTRATION SHOWING
A LOWER DIVIDEND SCALE. TEIS ILLUSTRATION IS
NEITHER A PROJECTION OR AN ESTIVATE OF
FUTUR2 RESULTS. TRANSFER OF POLICY OWNERSHIP
TO A QUALIFIED PENSION OR PROFIT SHARING PLAN
COULD RESULT IN A DIFFERENT DIVIDEND
SCHEDULE.
Varacallo then filed this lawsuit.
Plaintiffs claim is based upon extensive discovery whica we
can briefly summarize. Mass Mutuals 1985 Actuarial Report
stated that its dividend rate for that year was 12.2%, whereas
its portfolio of assets was only earning 10.45%. In a March 4,
1985 internal memorandum, michael E. DuBois, Assistant Actua1y
for Mass Mutual, addressed the possible actions Mass Mutual loculd
"tdke if interest rates continueldj to decline." In the
5

memorandum, DuBois stated that " tough(ing)' it out t given the '
declining portfolio rates "may only be putting of the inevitable
dividend decrease." Approximately three months later, Isadore
Jermyn, Second Vice PreSident and ActUary, requested that DuBois
"prepare a memorandum arguing that dividends on traditional
products are aglt being artificially supported."
The widening gap between the rate used to pay out dividends
and the rates earned on its portfolio was a significant problem
for Mass Mutual as recognized by ThomaS S. Wheeler, Executive
vice President. In a June 1986 men* to Walter L. Grace, Senior
Vice President and Actuary, Wheeler asked Grace for assistance in
"developing a plan that would extricate [Mass Mutual] from [its)
present dividend position." In an April 1987 memo, Wheeler
requested Kenneth L. Fry, Jr. to prepare strategic material fcr
the June Dividend Policy Committee meeting that would bring tne
dividend rate in line with the portfolio rate. One suggestee
approach was to "shift (1 more to a value- or needs-oriented
approach to the market, rather than having to artificially
support a product." A June 1987 memo outlined a concept of
moderately "ratcheting down" dividend rates starting in 1988.

A

January 5, 1988 Mass MUtual document titled "Dividend Ratohettng"
reflects December baseline rates for the years 1.987 through :394
that correlates closely with rates reflected in a graph of "I—
Pay" policies issued in 1936. Jermyn advised Grace not to
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address "the concept of ratcheting down" dividend actions at the
"May, 1987 (sic) Field Planning Rally."
In deposition testimony, Wheeler, the Chief Executive
Officer at the time, stated that he did not think ,Mass Mutual
informed its agents "of the impact [3 prevailing rates [had] on
its portfolio rates." This was confirmed by Norman Broad who
testified that Mass Mutual would not "discuss their anticipated
investment experience" or "anticipated dividend scales" with its
agents. Agents would be informed of actual changes in the
dividend rate when mass Mutual publicly announced those changes.
In regulatory filings dated February 20, 1987, February 2,

1988, and December 21, 1988, Mass Mutual reported that current
market rates could Cause it to reassess "the aggregate level of
dividends [paid) for future years" and could be less than "the
dividends illustrated on new or existing business." This
response was filed on the basis that Jermyn'manticipate[d] that
(Mass Mutual would) need a dividend reduction in either 1989 or
1990." The importance of accurate responses to these reguLatory
filings was expressed in DuBois' earlier March 1985 memo to
Jermyn, stating that if Mass Mutual chose to "V' tough j] out." the

current interest rate environment, it "would have to reveal
through Schedule M's . general interogatory (sic] that we are
Rropping up our dividendsE f j" which "could raise [a] question of
misrepresentation, especially with regard to illustrated
dividends."
7

in 1953, Mass Mutual added the following cautionary
language to one of its "N-Pay" illustrations: "Due to lower
market interest rates, dividends based on the 1995 dividend scale
are likely to be lower than those shown.

We strongly recommend

you look at a lower scale illustration. Dividends may be lower
or higher in the long term." (Emphasis added.) This language
'Lacks Mass Mutual' 1993 Schedule X Supplement filing, wherein
it reported that "there (wasj a substantial probability that .
. the dividends illustrated on new or existing business (could
not) be supported for at least two years."
The "W-Pay" policy illustrations prior to 1993 were
essentially the same as varacallco"s'illustration, which cautioned ,
only that the "CURRENT DIVIDEND SCHEDULE" was "NOT GUARANTEED"
and "A DIVIDEND CHANGE MAY INCREASE THE NUMBER OF CASE PREMIUM
PA/MENTS." The illustrations provided a schedule of premium
payments and available death benefits by year, that were
computer-based models programed centrally by Mass mutual and made
available to its agents in the field offices prior to 1990 and
via personal computer software thereafter. The projections
premiun payments and the year the premium obligation expired were
based

On

"XassMutual's then current level of dividends* as

required by New Jersey insurance regulations.2

2

Pursuant to

11:2-23.5(e)2:

An advertisement shall not state or
imply that the payment or amount of dividends

When Varacallo purchased the policy for his daughter Lisa in
1989, he met with Norman Broad. varacallo stated in depositior,
testimony that he relied on the "self-explanatory" illustratiors
and understood that the dividends would be used to pay his
ongoing premiums after the premium vanished. He explained that:.
Broad shoved him the chart, but did not discuss the dividend
schedule and that anything Broad said "didn't register" to hic,
because "Norman Broad meant nothing to me."

Na explained that he

had purchased four other policies and his decision to purchase
the 1989 policy as "based on the information that CMass Mutval)
gave [him] on" the sales illustration.
varacallo also testified that Broad discuszed with h-m
certain aspects of Lisa's policy that was similar to the ..'thar
Mass Mutual policies he purchased. Specifically, the fact that
the dividends may go up or down and that he wouldn't have to ?ay
any oat-of-pocket money after a certain number of years.
varacallo recalled reading the disclaimer that a change in the
dividend rate may affect the number of payments. is

is ,guaranteed. If dividends are illustrated,
they must be based on the insurer's current
dividend scale and the illustration must
contain a statement to the effect that they
are not to be construed as guarantees or
estimates of dividends to be paid in the
futuret.)
The regulation, however, cannot be interpreted to define the
outer limits of an insurer's obligation to disclose material
fa=ts in the sale of its policies to consumers.
9

understanding of that language with respect to the previous
policies he purchased was that if dividends should decline it
could "increase this] out-of-pocket expenses" requiring him ".tc
pay for additional years." Ee stated that Broad advised him that
"'if there was a drastic reducement [sic] in dividends ,

plej

would have to pay more out-of-pocket."
As to the 1983 and 1986 policies, Varac;tllo -was told [by
Sidney Schnipper] that if we had a depression or something,
might have to pay a year or two more(,)" but it was "'not likely
to happen.'" Be could not recall reading certain language in the
illustration such as "(flividend schedules are not guaranteed."
However, varacallo knew that economic conditions could cause
interest rates to vary, which could extend the premium obligation
from eight years to ten years. He also stated that having "to
pay a year or two more .

. would still be fine with [him]."

Broad testified that he discussed the premituri. illustration
for the 1989 policy with varacallo and "mentioned to him that it

might change if the dividend scale changed." According to Broad,
varacallo understood that the illustration was based on the
-current dividend scale" and that the premium obligation could be
extended "it the dividend scale changed."
Plaintiffs' claim is rather straightforward. They allege
thit mass mutual withheld material information frani its printed
literature during the relevant period. Essentially, plaintiffs
contend that Mass Mutual knowingly and intentionally inflated its
10

dividend rates to support the sale of its li-Pay policies, knowing
"that there was a substantial probability [it] couldn't be
maintained even for two years." Further, plaintiffs claim that
Mass Mutual concealed "its plan to reduce dividends that it knew
were insupportable even as it sold insurance policies based on
illustrations and other marketing materials that showed
illuytrated rates remaining constant for 20 or more years into
the future.

P:Laintiffs also assert that this information

was not revealed to its agents who used Mass Mutual's prepared
illustrations in selling the N-Pay policies. Accordingly, they
do not claLa that the agents knowingly withheld material facts.
Thus, in a nutshell, plaintiffs claim they were presented
with written illustrations prqpared by Mass Mutual that omitted
material information, which if disclosed would had conveyed the
notion that there was a substantial probability that the rates
illustrated "would not last even for two years." As a result of
this failure to disclose, policyholders were induced to purchase
the N-Pay policies while Mass Mutual knew to a virtual certainty
that the forecasted returns would not come to pass. Further,
according to plaintiffs, Mass Mutual knew that policyholders,
once having purchased a policy, would continue paying annual
premiurs years after the obligation was projected to expire. In
summary, plaintiffs' proposed class includes all New Jersey
residents who purchased N-Pay policies between 1.985 and 1989 from
agents who used Mass Mutuals written sales Illustrations.
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The certification of, a class is governed by the requirements
of Rtzle 4:32-1, which is modeled after its federal counterpart
Rule 23(a) and (b). Ire Cadillac V8-6-4 class Act;Lon, 93 11:J.
412, 424-25 (1983). Here, the motion judge found that plaintiffs
mst the four initial requirements of Rule 4:32-1(a),
specifically: "numerosity, commonality, typicality, and adequacy
of representation." Id.,at 425. Neither party takes issue with
the judge's findings or conclusions of law with regard to those
initial requirements.
In addition to meeting the initial requirements of Rule!
4:32-1(a), the party seeking to certify the class must also
satisfy one of the three criteria enumerated in Rule 4:32-1(b).
In the present case, plaintiffs maintain that they have satisfied
the requirements of (b)(3):
that the questions of law or fact common to,
the members of the class predominate over any
questions affecting only individual members,
and that a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy. The factors
pertinent to the findings include: first, the
interest of members of the class in
individually controlling the prosecution or
defense of separate actions; second, the
extent and nature of any litigation
concerning the controversy already commenced
by or against members of the class; third,
the difficulties likely to be encountered in
the management of a class action.
[R- 4:32-1(b)(3).1
In short, "the mcvant must demonstrate both the predominar:e of
the common issues and the 'superiority' of a cause of acton over
12

other available trial techniques."

SAIslanavA.—.

of CA-mdell.,

252 11„.
./..„_glamg„... 188 1 196 (App. Div. 1991).
The motion judge was required to give plaintiffs "every'
favorable view" of plaintiffs' complaint and the record. Riley
v, New _kkapipla_a4gatt_g=„...., 61 N.J. 218, 223 (1972); Dplqozzo v,
Kenny, 266 N.J. supgx.„ 169, 181 (App. Div. 1993):"[t]he court '1;1
bound tó take the substantive allegations of the complaint
trUe rw )(qUOting

dS

Ala_c141., ..._ Baxuak, 524 F,2d 891, 901 n.17 (oth

Clr. 1975), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 816, 97 S. Ct, 57, 50
2d 75 (1976)). In addition to the pleadings, the discovery tiken
In. the matter is relevant. The evaluation of tht legal and
factual issues underlying a class certification notion, howeve,f,
should be '],ess penetrating" as compared to "a motion for summary
judgment or at trial." In re qadillgc,

Sf N.J. at 426.

When considering the issue of predominance, it is necessary
to analyze the vwvant's'underlying theories of liability, the
proofs necessary to establish them, and the predictable defenses
to the legal claims. Ibid.; Saldana, supra., 252111.2......14.pg.K.,. at
197. where, as here, "a 'common nucleus of operative facts' is
present, predominance may be found." in. re Cadill&g, supra, 93
1.4"7, at 431 (quoting 7A Wright & Miller, Federal ZEtaL:ult,...i

ProceAgre S 1778 at 53 (1972)). '
Plaintiffs have alleged two theories of Iiabllity, common
law fraud and a violation of the Consumer Fraud Az.t. In order to
establish a cause of action under common law fraul, plaintiffs
13

must demonstrate that: (1) defendant made a material

misrepresentation or omission of fact; (2) knowing the
misrep.‘esentation to be false or the omission to be materiaand
intending the other party to rely on it; and (3) the other p -ty
did in fact rely on the misrepresentation or omission to its
detriment. Jewish c_t_r_,..,_o

uss_p2LOgr
izz.
alitgle,

86 /ca. 619

624 (1981) (citation omitted).
In order to establish a cause of action for consumer fraud
in the context of the facts of this case, plaintiffs would have
to establish that Mass Mutual concealed, suppressed, or omitted a
material fact, knowingly and with intent that others rely on the
omission. zenwick v..Ku_Am.,...Impa_anc., 72 N.J. 372, 377
(1977). In that respect, the consumer fraud action and the first
two elements of common law fraud are identical. Further, the
actions are similar in that common law fraud requires proof of
damages by way of -detriment," while a consumer fraud plaintiff
must prove an "ascertainable loss of moneys or property, real or

als 'Yacht gatlegi_In2„,, 110 N.J.
petsonal." le_shinsky_a_r„Ej.slt_
464, 473 (1988) (quoting 1142,54,6,. 568-19). The causes of action
differ, however, in that common law fraud requires proof of

reliance while consumer fraud requires only proof of a causal
nexus between the concealment of the material fact and the loss.
Gertnari v. weichert Co Realtors, 148 $,J. 5$2,° 607-608 (1997)
(holding that reliance is not required in suits under the

Consumer Fraud Act because liability results from
14

"misrepresentations whether 'any person has in fact been misled,
deceived or damaged therebyThquoting

56:8-2).

The motion judge found a lack of predominance, finding that
individualized' consideration of. each policyholder's interaction
with the agent who sold the policy would be required. The judge
reasoned:
[E]ach plaintiff may have had a different
interaction vith the defendant's agents and
brokers and the ability to establish reliance
on a common law fraud and causation and an
ascertainable loss under the Consumer Frauds
(sic) Act which would vary from each
plaintiff. Therefore, the determination of
whether and which illustrations were
dispensed to (MassMutual] class members and
the nature or differing oral representations
made required individualized fact
development.
And the Court would basically have to
conduct mini trials for each plaintiff. The
problems with potential mini trials can even
be demonstrated by the lead plaintiff's
[case]. Mi. Varacallo stated he solely
relied on the charts upon -. that were sold
to him by agent Braud [sic]. However,
numerous other factors may have induced this
purchase. These factors include prior oral
representations made by the prior agent Mr.
Schnipper, possible oral representations made
by agent Braud (sici[,1 which plaintiff could
not recall, and any information I-that] his
wife may have heard.

If the Court had to perform an inquiry
such as this to every plaintiff, the action
would be totally unmanageable.
we recognize that the majority of jUxisdictions addressinl
the Issue of class certification in vanishing premium litigation
have rejected certification on the predominance question. Aee
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P-a

Kanks v.

New York Lita_Ins. Co., 737 §o, 2d 1275 (La.

1999), culi,z_Agaitd, 120 S. Ct. 1168, 145 11 44, 2d 1078 (2000);
Cohn v. Massac.hu etts Mut. Life Ins. Co., 189 F.R.D. 209 (D. '
Conn. 1999); Parkhill vA_MilinessotA_Matife Tns.__Co., 188
332 (D. Minn', 1999);
680 N.Y,S..2d 916 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1998); ¡xe ac
Ing.:
_±aft_Premium

Nat'l Life

183 P.R.D. 217 (W.V. Mich. 1998).

Rather than counting cases for or against class certification,
however, it is more appropriate to identify and apply principles
established in this State on the issue. As our Supreme Court
pointed out long ago, "different courts, even when presented with
substantially similar, if not identical, claims have reached
divergent conclusions in deciding whether to certify a class
action." la_re_Cadillac, Agpsa, 96 N.J. at 431..
For nearly thirty years, our highest court has instructed
trial courts to liberally allow class actions involving
allegations of consumer fraud.

allgx,

UM, 61 N.3. at 228.

That principle has been reiterated and reinforced over the years
even where the claim involved theories of common law fraud as
well as consumer fraud. Strawn v. Catuso, 140 N.J. 43, 49, 68
(1995);
whether

at_re_cadillac,
the trial court

sup,, 96

N.J.

at 435. Irrespective of

=ay be required to deal with individual

claims of reliance, causation, andfor damages, the predominance
factor has been met and class actions have been approved in this
State where the court has found a common core of operative facts
16

and

the plaintiffs are seeking "to redress a 'common legal

grievance.'" In re .cAllac, gupra, 93 N.Z. at 435 (upholding
class certification of 7,500 consumers, where General Motors'
claimed that there would have to be individual trials on issues
pertaining to causation and damages);

Strawn, upr, 140

N.j. at 67 (reversing the trial court's denial of class
certification in a consumer fraud case on the predominance issue
u[diespite potential issues of causation, reliance, and damages
particular to the individual actions").
Despite the complexity of management that cases such as In
re C4dWac and =Awn have posed for trial courts, we pe.ceive
from the pronouncements of our Supreme Court that there
overarching principle of equity to consider in the applia,7.1= of
•

the class certification rule. The principle is that clat;
actions should be liberally allowed where consumers are
attempting to redress a common grievance under circumstancts that
would make individual actions uneconomical to pursue. See Tr re

cAdimaa, gimprd, 93 N.3. at 435 (consequence of class
certification is that it equalizes "the ability of the partie; to
prepare and pay for the advocacy of their rights"). Should .11-e
representative plaintiff succeed in this case on liability, thu
relatively small amount of damages incurred by each of the
policyholders and the shared common grievance based upon the
withholding of material• facts brings this case within that
equitable principle. The additional benefits of such liticItLoil
17

is that it promotes "efficient judicial administration, .
save[s] time and money for the parties and the publicr,] and 1]
promotets] consistent decisions for people with similar claims."

pa. at 430. we are aware that class actions can be used for the
wrong reasons as well. "Otte potential abuse . . . is that
attorneys may solicit 'claims more to generate fees for themselves
than to vindicate, the rights of claimants. w 'Id. at 424 ( citatic n,
omitted). We have, however, seen no indication of that in this
case. Indeed, the record reveals that plaintiffs have survivec.,
one summary judgment motion on the legal theories upon which
liability is premised.3
In any class action determination, there must be a careful
analysis of the plaintiff's claim to determine whether the
defendants argument against certification is realistic. Tht.
analysis from such perspective is necessary because, just as a
court must understand the unworthy motive that may prompt all
attorney to seek class certification, the court must also
understand why a defendant would resist it. And so, it should be
readily appreciated that, regardless of the merits of the
underlying theory of liability, a defendant may be williag to
withstand a small verdict against it and make subsequent

3 we hasten to note that the motion was at the very
beginning of the case. Our observation is not intended to
preclude further motions when discovery on liability is
completed. Nor are our remarks intended to reflect our views on
the ultimate merits of plaintiffs' legal theories of liability.

1.8

adju tments with respect to other claims, whereas a judgment

,

against it that includes many small, but trebled claims, as well
as attorney fees, can be costly in money and reputation. Thus,
it is unlikely that a court will encounter a defendant who
rtmbraces a plaintiff's effort to obtain class certification.
Mass Mutual's argument against certification on the
predominance issue is that individualized "mini trials" will have
to take place as to each policyholder. The argument necessarily
presupposes a finding of liability against Mass Mutual on the
first two elements of either cammon law fraud, consumer fraud, or
both. Consequently, tor the purpose of discussion, we also have
assumed that. mass Mutual knowingly omitted from its printed
Literature, and withheld from its agents, material information
ccacerning the financial condition of the company as it was.then
known to exist. That is, while the literature represented that
dividends nmar go down depending on market forces over which
Has Mutual could exert no control, there was in truth, a
substantial probability that they would go down. We further
assume that Mass Mutual withheld the Information knowing that
consumers probably would not purchase its Vanishing premium
policy over that of its competitors if the consumer knew with
certainty that the projections based on current dividends would
not hold.
it is important to reiterate here that plaintiffs contend
the agents of Mass Mutual had no knowledge as to these material
19

facts. Thus, no member of the class will claim that the agents
told them more than what was represented in the literature. It
may well be, as Mass Mutual contends, that sales presentatio4s

differed from agent to agent depending on their individual
skills, and from client to client depending on their needs and

ability to comprehend. But we find no evidence in the record
that these agents tiade sales pitches that went beyond the

literature produced by Mass MUtual, or that any of them knew Mass
Mutual could not support the projected dividends and intended to
ratchet theM down as a certainty, but failed to tell prospective
policyholders. even if some or many of the policyholders relied

upon the agents' sales pitch, we have held that the reliaxtce
element in a common law fraud claim may be satisfied by pt )of of
indirect reliance where a party deliberately makes "false
representations .

. with the intent that they be communwcated

to others for the purpose of inducing the others to rely

uplia

them." Mgtric rnvestment, Inc. V. Patterson, 101 N.J. $.14kr,
301, 3 06

(APP- Div- 1968 ); 14.9A-MIE2;hatfi5M.IL—Egniata.1921

ItyAt_Cg,, 25 J. 17 (1957)(holding that defendant's eoat may
support a claim in common law fraud even though defendant
make the misrepresentations directly, but communicated

not

fal“; ,

statements to another and urged that person to communicatl

$ae

falsehoods to third-parti.e$ with the intent that the thizdparties rely on the misrepresentations). bore recently, we hisre
held that a purchaser of corporate securities "may maintLin ar
20

action for common law fraud even though the purchaser was not
aware of

. . [the] false statements issued by the corporation."

_y_53.1a,, 324 1,2„....5.2pl2g_._ 344, 346 (App. Div.),
gnEtiLt_snalated, 162 ELJ., 489 (1999). Applying the concept of
indirect reliance and theory of fraud on the market, we cotcluded
that the purchaser could rely "upon the integrity of the market
price for a corporate security which has been artificially
inflated by the corporation's deliberate false statements."
at 348; see

also Cope1...2PA1 LtAl..Aife Ins. Co., 696 N-E.2d

1001, 1008-1009 (Ohio 1998) (permitting class action where
plaintiff's claims were not based on agents' oral or affirmative
misrepresentations but, rather, on allegations that defendant
5ntentionally omitted naterial

Sec=t_21,Aenylt
facts); ____a___
Irity_

Ins. Co4_,Ea_gmrgulon, No. 0S-98-01738-CV, 1999 WL 339017 (Tex.
App. May 28, 1999)(to the same effect); coppare , Euga_mhe

Guar ian Life Ins__Cg of1,371.,, No. 3:97CV439LN (S.D. Miss, Feb.
15, 2000) (denying class certification in a vanishing premium
case, but distinguishing g221, and therefore this case, on the
ground that Keyes did not allege that defendant concealed the
true facts from the agents).
It is inconceivable to us, considering the assumption that
Mass Mutual's liability is premised on a knowing omission of
material inform'ation, that discovery will reveal more than a very
small number of policyholders who would have purchased an N-Pay
Policy, rather than a competitor's policy, if the mass Mutual
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literature stated that the illustrated dividends "probably will,"
rather than "may," decrease and that the payout period "probably
rather than "may, - be longer than projected. Plaintiffs
aze required to prove only that defendant's conduct was a cause
of (Limoges. They need not prove that mass Mutual's conduct was

the sole cause of loss. See gsaami, ARREA, 148 N.J. at 608
(builder's misrepresentations as to their qualifications, as well
as realtor's misrepresentations, proximately caused purchasers'
damages). It may be that some extraordinary sales agent could

overcome such negative information thereby becoming the
superceding cause of a policyholder's loss, but we think it a
small possibi1y.,

Indeed, if liability is found upon a violation of our
consumer Fraud Act, we reiterate that the Act requires only a
causal nexus between the "method, act, or practice declihred
unlawful" and the consumer's "ascertainable loss." .

56:8-19. The Supreme Court has taken pains to point out that
this element is a significant distinction from the revirement of
reliance in a common law fraud claim. A defendant who violates
the Act because of an unlawful "method, act, or practice" that
results from an omission of a material fact with the 'intent that

others rely upon such concealment, suppression or (mission,"
N.J.S.A. 56:8-2, is -liable for [such] misrepresenta:aons whether

'any person has in fact been misled, deceived or darAged

thereby." Gennari, supra, 148 N.J. at 607-608 (quoting p„,111A,
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56:S-2). The distinction between proof of reliance and pr.r.,of of
causation can be best explained in the context:, of this ,t.se,
plaintiffs succeed in proving that Mass Mutual withheld notrial
information with the intent that consImers would rely on it
purchasing Mass Mutual's policy, the purchase of the policq ? a
person who was shown the literature would be -ufficient to
establish prima facie proof of causation.
Where the theory of recovery s common law fraud, in which
reliance is required, our analysiz, of the predomLnanc? issue
requires resolution of this question: For puzposs of oertifyizs
a class, must the plaintiffs offar direct proof tht tae entire
class relied on defendant's representation that omittec material
facts, where the plaintiffs hate established that the defendant
withheld these material facts for the purpose of :nduoIng the
very action the plaintiffs pusued? We think not.
The United States Supreme Court has held that plaintiffs
alleging securities fraud in violation of federal 1.4w "involving
primarily a failure to disclose," do not have to provide
"positive proof of reliance- in order to recover. Affiliated UTE
g,itizens of Vt4 v. United 3tateg, 406 57.s.„ 128, 153, 92
1456, 1472 , 31 L._Ed. 2d 741, 761 (1972). All that i.. required
is that the information "wi:hheld be material in the sease that a
reasonable investor might have cmnsidered them important in the
making of Ethel decision." Td. at 153-54, at 1472, at 76,
(citations omitted). Further, the "obligation to disclose and
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[the] withholding ot a material fact establish the requisite
element of causation in tact." Id, at 154, at 1472, at 761-62
(citation omitted). As a practical matter, the burden then '
shifts to the defendant to prove "that even if the information
were disclosed[,] the [plaintiff] would not have acted
differently." ...1L
Zc )r_i_21,..,a_1:.A"Plc,, 708 F.2d 1511, 1520 (10th
Cir. 1983).
The presumption or inference of reliance and causation,
where omissions of material fact are con to the class, has
been extended in the context of both common law and statutory
fraud. see gumax_y.:
_alIigr, 156 F.R.D. 235, 248-49 n. 11 (D.
Kan. 1994)(1t. is proper to presume. reliance where the omission of
material fact is common to the class);
Milvrals Assin, 143 N.W.2d 659, 684-85 (N.D. :.966)(inference of
reliance is necessary where material facts are suppressed). The
Supreme Court of California has broadened this concept to include
all material misrepresentations, whether facts are not disclosed
or falsely represented. tn y_a_g_w2z...m.

_itAajz
,
cour_Le

ilataaia_apuntx, the Court held that "an inference of reliance

would arise as to the entire class . . if the trial court finds
material misrepresentations were made to the class members." 484
P.2d 564, 973 (Cal. 1971); see also Wilmer v. Sunset_

Ins.

93 C41t412 2d 413, 420 (Cal. Ct. App. 2000)(applying

ymaaaz doctrine in a class action, wherein class membrs alleged
"churning" by an insurance company). Of course, the iference
24

moay be rebutted, but it is the burden of the defend

to come

forward with sufficient evidence to do so. Vasquez, 1„pra, 484
11,12d at 973. In coming to this result, the Court relied upon
universally recognized principles of law. id. at 97-73 (citing
12 Williatkok_m_gsaatEaata S 1515 (34 ed. 1970) (where action Is
taken in response to material representations, yin the .obsence of
evidence showing the contrary, it will be presumed that the

esatexotne
representations were relied on"); Bt_
L_:,ntracts§ 479,
illus. 1). More recently, the Ohio Supreme Court held thot
direct proof of reliance is not necessary and mal be presumed or
inferred where "there is nondisclosure of a material fact."
g22e, supra, '69.6 112d at 1008.4 Where the om.ss'ion of fact is
common to the entire class, class certificatioa is favored.

4 gam cites a Sixth Circuit case that -.11ustrates why it
would be proper to infer reliance in vtracallo's case. In
Micheels._c_c
a._., the court addressed
the argument of one defendant that "reliance is an essential
elemnt of a claim of fraud" and that plai4tiffs had not reld
upon the false representation of the bank's prime rate. 848 P,?c,
674, 679 n,S (6th Cir. 1988). The court accepted plaintiff's
claim that it. relied upon the proper ca,culation of that payolf
balance as being based upon the establithed 'prime rate.'" Ibid.
In resolving the defendant's argument, che court reasoned tiat It
was appropriate to infer that the alleged misstatement of te
true prime rate "influenced plaintiffs' decision to borrow money'
from those defendant banks." Igid, Similarly, it is proper here
to infer that Mass Mutual's representation that dividend aage
"nay" occur influenced the class members' decision to purchat)e
the policy and that decision may have been different had Mass
Mutual disclosed the fact that it knew to a near certainty thit
rates would decline.

2f

The concept of burden shifting where logic and fairness
dictate that result is not foreivi to our State's jurisprudence.
In a different context, our Supreme Court has cecognized the
artificiality of placing the burden on a plaintiff to prove a
negative in order to establish an element of %:
he cause of action.
, :54. N.J. 312, 330-31

See Carter-wallace Inc. v. Adrai

(199$) (holding irk an environmental coverage czse, that placing
the burden of proving the insured intended or expected
environmental damage from its conduct on the .nsurer is fairer
than requiring the insured to prove that it did not intend or
expect it); gall.MAA_Z.t._g9.1a2-gataf.r 133 N-J- 51, 600 (1993)
.onsumer would have
(holding that there is a presumption that a.1.
obeyed a warning had one been given by the :Panufacturer, rather
than require the consumer to prove that thy would not have acted
as they did had a proper warning been givttn). Accordingly, we
hold that if the plaintiffs it this case establish the core issue
of Liability, they will be entitled to

4

presumption of reliance

and/or causation. The presumption shall be governed by the
operation of EAg..
.LB,E. 301. §224_§..ta:
,, 5.11A-2...15..VAISTLIna...0 314
54 (App. Div. 1998), Aff d, 158 N.J. 329 (1999). We
expect that the resolution of this issue will have significant
bearing on the management of this matter with respect to the
number of separate trials that may have to be conducted.
Finally, we address briefly the issue of superiority. AS
the Court it gtrawn observed, class actions are generally
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considered the superior form of disposing of cases invol:ving
claims of consumer fraud. Strawn, supra, 140 N.J. at 66. This
is especially so where, as here, there is a commca nucleus lf ,law
and fact that will decide an essential element of liability, Ind
the amount of money at stake for each potential member of the
class is too small to warrant prosecution of separated actions.
nCadilla, gligma, 93 jLJ. at 435, 2,1152xzo, supra_, 266 N.J.
amatE., at 193. Thus, we reject Mass Mutual's claim that
individual law suits are superior in the context of this type of
claim. We also reject Mass Mutual's suggestion that individ/ta
complaints could be filed and disposed of by Mass Mutual's
customer Service Department or by the New Jersey Department (.1
Banking and Insurance.
Accordingly, we reverse the judgment under review and remand
the matter to the Law Division for the purpose of entering an
appropriate order certifying the class as defined in this
opinion. In doing so, we do not intend to strip the trial coart
of its discretion to create subclasses should the need develop,
or to de-certify the class in the future should the litigation
become unmanageable for reasons that we have not anticipated.
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